CHAPTER – 15
THE ROLE OF VALUE CULTURE IN LIFE
Value in the background of developmental associations is described as a virtue associated with
a person. Values are necessary for progress in true sense. The role of values is defined as a
fundamental requirement for existence of a society. It is the existence of the value culture which is
essential for developmental purposes. Values are necessarily to be viewed for utilization purposes.
Values associated with the person are utilized for gains to all citizens such that true progress levels
can be defined. Values are open descriptions and well understood by the public such that virtuous
folds may be prescribed for all of the people which help develop good societal behavior. A society
least concerned for the value culture is a society of thieves and rogues always seeking virtuous folds
by anarchy.
The foundations of all progress levels or developmental associations are laid in the value
culture practiced in open folds. The values of a family lead to gains in professional life to the
characteristic levels, the values of a society clause for collective gains for the public in open folds and
values practiced by the nation clause its range of associates in all domains of governance. If the value
transcend the borders of difference between two regions and has the potential to be a viable asset to
bipartite terms than higher grounds of values get fabricated for higher prospects. Thus to explain
values provide feet for higher achievements. To explain the concept of value culture we take the
example of values of economic jargons for development. The source of economic prosperity has its
roots in regional attributes which suffices the need on regional basis. The jargon if adopted for an
external region may fail to generate necessary tempo for gains. But if the economic jargon is in clause
with the scientific terms then prospects of growth will be permanent and to the desired level of
expertise with gains to both sides. The attribute of value based culture on scientific terms has
transcended the understanding to eternal folds and led to a permanent settlement to economic terms.
This value is highly virtuous and can be settled on a permanent basis.
Values should be encouraged in the society such that people can take gains from these values
and utilize those in the experience of their life. Encouragement in society helps the growth of values
in a better way. A society which is devoid of value culture is defined as rogue society. People exhibit
anarchic behaviors and society is devoid of least understanding. Virtuous people are looked upon with
naked eye and society is always engaged in their own selfish attitudes. The affect of all this is seen in
progress folds and children never understand the role of values in their life. The purpose of all
societies is to build the foundation of younger generation on civilized platform where they exhibit
truth in their life and practice hard work for their cause but valueless society builds a child of rogue

attitudes where all treacherous modes of behaviors are seen in his life. It is thus essential that value
culture should be perfected in every society for all round growth. This means that all virtuous people
be respected thus all can gain from these virtuous people and persons get engaged in the process of
learning.
Values are necessarily required to be practiced in the society so that younger generations can
see the affect of values in the societal behaviors and lay grounds for strong foundations to their future
life. Values should be practiced in the society such that younger generation values the affect of value
based culture for oneself and weigh the terms of life against the backdrop of value based culture. This
association of understandings will lead the younger generation laying course to livings on a stronger
footing. Values if inherited from the parents then they can be so much virtuous so as to suffice the
cause of experience at a younger stage which can manifest into gains in immediate response. As value
based culture is the foundations of all progress levels the interaction with the value culture will make
a person understand real life perspectives.
Values should be task specific and should not be interleaved with selfish purposes for benefits
to the people. Values may be religiousness of a person or strict vigilance for truthful life. All these
personal attributes of the person we call values should be well understood by the people. Values
should be practiced in the society such that everybody can learn from it. Values should be well
understood and thoroughly practiced for easy recognition to public in open folds of life. Values are
often revealed as on suspicious grounds because of imperfections with the person. Value of such
evidence is in no clause with reality and follows its own dictate. The values are always well
established facts in life and well understood in open folds for easy understanding from people who
follow these values. Thus to say truthful values have the capacity to make an impact on the social life
of the people and are true virtues for the society.
Value is an identification level of the intelligence quotient of a person. More one practices the
values the greater the identification he gets in the society. Learning capabilities and adoption of values
can be had only by education. Thus education plays a prominent role in learning the values of a
particular domain. Thus education should be given full stress in all societies. Education imparts to
pupils freedom from rogue perspectives and intelligence developed by learning values enhances the
growth of value culture in the society. It is essential that educated pupil be encouraged to develop
value culture such that growth of value culture can be undertaken on strong footing. As noted growth
of value culture will lead to progress in true sense such that people will get the fruits of values based
with the persons.
Values give a sense of inner strength and confidence to deal with the problems in life. Values
lead to person acquiring concepts of unknown domains which are fruitful to others and knowledge of

values with the person makes for strong footing not only for his life but benefits to the society as well.
Good values provide good fruits such that values can be categorized as good or bad. Thus all class of
people will benefit from the practiced value culture. Therefore values are necessarily to be practiced
in the society. Thus to say value based association of people in the society is the best association as
compared with rogue perspectives prevailing in the society. Values lead in guiding the directional
attributes of growth and are necessary requirements for developmental processes.
Values become part of the person when he is fully devoted to its cause. He can then understand
the meaning of values in correct posture. A pupil undergoing education if is fully devoted to the
studies then there is no reason why he will not become a virtuous person. Similarly if a person is fully
devoted to his trade then there is no reason why he will not become a good businessman. Education
practiced with full vigor will lead the person to become a good professional in his life. Professionals
are always virtuous people who can change the destiny of masses to good life and can transform the
face of society.
A national charter called the constitution embodies the principles of governance and lays the
value culture of the nation to be practiced by the citizens. The constitutional draft is incorporated for
easy recourse to attainment of value culture in the society and embodies the morals as well as
disciplines which manifest as best favors for development of value culture in the society. Thus it is the
value culture which will lay the foundation of a nation and give it an identification mark in the comity
of nations. Thus the wealth of the nation lies in the values practiced by the nation.
Professional class in the public practices certain type of values. These values should be well
understood by all citizens such that the efficiency of work culture can be improved. Easy recourse to
work culture will be associated if these values are well inherited and practiced by all citizens.
Professional class of persons will be benefited because their efficiency will improve and citizens will
be benefited because there work gets done more easily.

